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From the CEO

Dear colleagues, investors and supporters, 

I have just attended the online Stanford Neurodiversity Summit with the theme ‘Scaling 

Up the Neurodiversity at Work Initiative’. It has been a profound event, showing how 

fast the neurodiverse employment movement is growing worldwide. This quote 

especially resonated with me:

“When we focus on creating a safe place of welcome and belonging for all, we 

automatically address the primary need of most autistic individuals–which is the same 

need of most human beings–to be valued and heard, to not be bullied and ostracized, 

and to be given true liberty.” Marcelle Ciampi

In our efforts to create a place of belonging for all this has been another challenging 

quarter. The impact of Covid has continued, yet we have begun to see some positive 

signs. August was our best month on record in revenue, although July and September 

were not nearly as strong.

I have been especially impressed by our team’s efforts to attract more jobseekers, with 

298 new candidates registering this quarter, up from 49 the prior quarter. This also 

means that half of our currently active candidates have registered in this quarter.

Our first two webinars took place this quarter, one for the public sector and one for a 

broader audience. The attendance was encouraging, with more than 400 registered 

across both events and our Net Promoter Score showing very positive feedback. The 

public sector webinar has been part of our strategy to pivot to the NSW government as 

a customer; we have now placed candidates into 3 different agencies. 

We look forward to building on this progress into the next quarter.

Mike Tozer

CEO & Founder
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A Candidate’s Story
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Brendan: Working for the past twelve months at Xceptional has opened my eyes to the 

possibilities available when you don't have to hide your neurodiversity, and when you're supported 

by the team through mental health issues. 

This year has been a challenge for everyone in various ways, and Aron and the rest of the team 

have been very patient and accommodating with me as I've worked through the impact that it's 

had on my mental and emotional health. And while it's taken time to learn how to communicate 

well with Aron - he and I work on very different axes much of the time - we've developed a rapport 

and relationship that we've both valued in the time that we've worked together. 

My time at Xceptional has helped me to see first-hand the challenges that neurodiverse people still 

face in finding and keeping work today, but also the strengths that we bring to the table. I'm 

looking forward to seeing what further developments the company is able to make in these areas 

over the coming months and years, in helping neurodiverse candidates find meaningful careers. 

As I move to a new chapter in my own career, it's going to be quite a change moving from a 

close-knit and small team to a much larger company; but I think that the support that I've had over 

this year has enabled me to move forward into a new space. I don't know exactly what the future 

holds; but after looking back over the past several months, knowing that I was able to overcome 

that, I know that I'll be able to do this as well.

BRENDAN RAYMOND
Business Development, Xceptional

Six months ago detail oriented Brendan joined the Business 

Development Team alongside ADHD, big picture person Aron 

and it’s been an interesting journey for both. Brendan has 

become a valuable member and Aron has has learnt to give 

detailed written instructions rather than verbal directions. 

Brendan started during a significant quarter in terms of 

marketing to business and candidates and increased social 

media presence. Over this time, we have seen his confidence 

grow as he has taken ownership of his role, stepped into 

client meetings sharing his unique perspective and delivered  

fantastic analysis on how Job Seekers are getting to our home 

page with Google Analytics. 

~

~



Business Development

HIGHLIGHTS

We have seen a welcome increase in inbound enquiry from 

employers who paused hiring with the onset of COVID in March. New 

agreements were established with employers including Coles. 

Webinars hosted engaging 350 hiring managers. Transitioned to Zoho 

CRM to enable faster and more dynamic employer marketing. 

WHAT WE ARE DOING

● Webinar hosted for NSW Public Service with 67 registrations 

resulting in two new department opportunities (Transport and 

Communities/Justice)

● Webinar hosted for hiring managers with 297 registrations 

leading to new opportunities with IAG, Xero, CSIRO & 

Accenture 

● 2 new pitch decks and media packs established for SME and 

enterprise/public sector employers 

● New prospecting to 

○ 32 new employers who are actively hiring

○ 3  NSW Government Departments 

CHALLENGES

As anticipated the COVID pandemic continues to stall or halt a 

number of recruitment revenue opportunities including 

● Clients : Schneider Electric, WiseTech Global, Mable, Equifax

● Prospects: Laing O’Rourke, HireUp, CBA/Hays, RBA, QLD 

Government 
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32
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CONNECTIONS
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IN NEGOTIATION



Recruitment

HIGHLIGHTS

● 298 new Candidates this quarter, up from 49 new candidates 

the previous quarter. Over half of our currently active 

candidates registered this quarter.

● Growing our Disability Employment Service Provider 

partnerships with 5 new partners  this quarter, launching a 

DES referral process that  engages employment consultants 

across over 900 sites nationally and piloting a paid profile. 

● Our Applicant Tracking System was fully implemented, along 

with our new candidate registration process, our assessment 

process is now scalable and increasingly automated.

 

CHALLENGES

● Identifying and connecting with new channels to reach autistic 

job seekers is an ongoing challenge. This quarter we tried 

advertising via Seek however this didn’t return the results we 

were hoping for.

● While we were able to successfully fill the two roles that were 

identified for an Autistic employee within the clients business, 

we are still finding it difficult to place an Autistic job seekers in 

a competitive recruitment process against neurotypical 

candidates. 

●
WHAT’S NEXT

● Explore and establish another major channel of candidate 

referrals to connect with skilled autistic job seekers in multiple 

industries across Australia..

● Review and identify weaknesses in the recruitment process 

that will lead to increased placements.
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2
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CANDIDATE
ENQUIRES

2
CANDIDATES 
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CANDIDATE 
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Recruitment
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Coaching & Training

HIGHLIGHTS

● Provided a submission to Senate Select Committee on 

Disabilities and 3 Xceptional employees were invited to 

address the Committee on challenges autistic people face in 

getting a job. 

● Accessibility Careers Event for Swinburne University

TRAINING

● This quarter we had four training session delivered remotely. 

It was a chance to use our new Sensory Simulation Video 

which proved to be successful in demonstrating how 

heightened sensors impact someone’s functioning and 

responses. 

● Remote training continues to be the new norm which provides 

challenges due to the lack of visibility and feedback back 

however all session have been well received. “Messages (are) 

coming through on Teams from the participants saying it was the 

best training they had done.” - Lucy TfNSW

COACHING

● September saw an increase in coaching for both candidates 

and managers as we placed new individuals in roles. 

● We have also seen an increase in coaching individuals not 

placed by Xceptional but with connection requesting support 

and assistance with challenges they face during COVID. 

● Ongoing wellbeing measures are used in sessions to monitor 

mental health. The majority of individuals are still working at 

home 100% of the time. 

CHALLENGES

● All coaching, onboarding and training session are being 

delivered or conducted via Zoom. Whilst it is a convenient way 

to stay in contact it has it limitations. It is harder to establish 

rapport with new candidates placed and build trust. Zoom 

fatigue is an ongoing challenge for our head coach Nicole in 
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COACHED

4
TRAINING 
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PEOPLE 
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Product Update

HIGHLIGHTS

● Launching our beta testing programme to external users, 

receiving lots of valuable feedback 

● Improving our internal processes and tooling to reduce the 

time it takes us to develop new puzzles for the assessment 

process

● Automation of back-end processes to provide more capacity 

and scalability in our candidate onboarding pipeline

● Automation of the level 1 Profile generation to enable a paid 

offering to DES Providers

CHALLENGES

● Although the number of feedback items received from the 

Beta Testing programme has been pleasing, it was 

disappointing that less than 10% of those invited responded

● Responding to the changing needs of the business has meant 

we’ve needed to focus on internal processes more than 

expected, which has slowed R2 & R3 progress.

As a reminder, the release milestones are:
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100+
USER FEEDBACK 

ITEMS

7
NEW PUZZLES

77%
RELEASE R2 

FUNCTIONALITY 
COMPLETED

Release Description

R2 Targets the Internal Recruiter

R3 Targets Neurodiversity Recruitment Licencing 
Model

R4 Nurture the Candidate Pool



Marketing & PR

KEY ACTIVITIES

● Published 71 social media updates across LinkedIn, Facebook 

and Twitter 

● National press coverage for July 5th Sunday Telegraph article 

on Aiden and Geoff. Estimated 75,000 social media views from 

our follow up posts

● 6 blogs published by our team including - 

https://xceptional.io/employees/unexpected-benefit-autistic-

professional-thrived-working-home/

● Established candidate referral partnerships with Aspect, Peers 

and Neurodiversity Media 

● Mike featured in a Podcast from the Chief Entrepreneur of 

Queensland Leanne Kemp July 13th

● Assessment workshop featured in NDIS Video July 16th posted 

on YouTube

CHALLENGES

● Our COVID commitment to spend little to no money on paid 

marketing remains in place. Our revised Marketing Plan 

continues to focus on original content, PR, autistic influencers, 

SEO and smarter use of data through Google Analytics. The 

preference remains low cost or no cost channels that can be 

rapidly tested. In spite of these constraints marketing helped 

deliver a marked increase engagement of employers and 

candidates through the quarter. 
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6
BLOGS

POSTED

75,000
Social Media views 

for Aiden/Geoff 
story

https://xceptional.io/employees/unexpected-benefit-autistic-professional-thrived-working-home/
https://xceptional.io/employees/unexpected-benefit-autistic-professional-thrived-working-home/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Et0YwAGIlA


Key Metrics - Finance
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$67,670
SALES AND 

OTHER REVENUE

$13,000
GRANT 

REVENUE

$136,135
JOB KEEPER + 

CASHFLOW BOOST

$254,197
EXPENSES

(37,392)
PROFIT/LOSS



Key Metrics - Finance
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$803,176
CASH A BANK

(end of Sept 2020)

9 months
RUNWAY

$85,000-
-110,000

PROJECTED
REVENUE



Satisfaction Survey
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20
SURVEYS SENT

27%
RESPONSE

RATE

8.5/10
JOB SATISFACTION

9.0/10
HAPPINESS WITH 

XCEPTIONAL 
ENGAGEMENT



Help us make the Xceptional, ordinary


